The Dock-in Model of Music Culture and Cross-cultural Perception
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This paper proposes a model that aims to illustrate how different human music cultures intersect and “dock in” to a set of music features that are universally perceived, while also displaying culture-specific features that must be learned. The model emphasizes that over historic time the music in a given culture can “dock into” and “dock out of” cues that are universally perceived, shifting its potential for cross-cultural perception and interaction. While this model accounts for music ethnological evidence reviewed here, it also explains why universals of music perception cannot simply be determined by specifying the common denominator between the formal music features of all cultures. This report suggests that the Dock-in Model can be generalized to account for cross-cultural perception more generally.
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The investigation of music universals is important to the understanding of (A) the biological roots of music, and (B) how music may have served human evolution and civilization.

Formal vs. Functional Properties of Music
Music universals can be examined at two levels: 1) the response to formal music features such as pitch, consonance/dissonance, emotional expression, etc., and 2) in terms of its functional properties, referring to its functional role for individuals and societies. Such functional purposes of music are often surprisingly similar between cultures (Nettl, 2005, p. 244), and some of them are probably universal (such as the mediation of ritual communities experience by music (Turino, 2008; Turner, 1969) and regulate humanity’s relationship to the supernatural (Nettl, 2005). The model presented here elucidates the role of universal and culture-specific features in responses to music, thus taking account of the perception of formal music features rather than its functional roles.

VARIETY OF MUSIC
In order to investigate music universals, it is helpful to have a concept of what music may be. This is challenging because the design features of music are variable and various (Fitch, 2005). Furthermore, although the functional purposes of music are often surprisingly similar between cultures and may be generically identifiable, the contexts where music is involved differ to a great extent between cultures (Cook, 1998). Consequently, it is not a simple matter to agree on what music is. For example, many ethnic groups do not even have a term for music at all (Fritz et al., 2009) because it is an integral part of various rituals. If one tried to name a formal common denominator of what might be considered music in all cultures of the earth, there might be nothing at all besides the possibility that it relates to some form of intentionally organized sound. However, this does not imply that there are no universals of music perception.

Challenges Investigating Music Universals
An unbiased investigation of music universals is very challenging. Music styles from different cultures (musical forms) influence each other, directly or indirectly. Because music is well fit for media broadcast (it is entertaining to listeners), globalization augments the reciprocal influence of musical forms. An investigation of music universals with a specific music would ideally require participants who are completely naïve to this music. Given the extent of Western music propagation, this is difficult with Western music stimuli. Furthermore, an entirety of music universals cannot be accounted for by investigating a response to Western music in a Western type of experimental setting involving only listening (because then the methods of exploration are not independent of the concepts and practices of Western music). The investigation of music universals is complicated by the fact that even individuals who have only rarely listened to music from a different music culture, and perhaps without paying explicit attention to it
(e.g., while listening to the radio or watching a movie) acquire music knowledge implicitly (Tillmann, Bharucha, & Bigand, 2000). Accordingly these listeners may possess knowledge about another musical form without knowing about it, so that it is difficult to assess their musical background in interviews. Music culture mainly spreads with electricity supply (and thus the possibility to operate radios) and religious song (e.g., Christian song in African villages). Unfortunately, opportunities for intercultural comparisons between individuals exposed to completely incongruent music cultures are becoming increasingly rare due to globalization.

**MUSIC UNIVERSALS AT DIFFERENT LEVELS OF COMPLEXITY**

Evidence from intercultural and developmental studies in humans suggests that relatively basic music features such as relative pitch, octave generalization, intervals with simple ratios, and tonality are possibly music universals (for a review, see McDermott & Hauser, 2005).

In a recent cross-cultural study with autochthonous participants from an African population (Mafa) and Western participants, Fritz et al. (2009) showed the intercultural ability to identify a more complex formal music feature. The Mafas (and the Westerners from the control group) were able to recognize three basic emotions (happy, sad, scary/fearful) expressed in Western music. Both participant groups, the Mafa and the Germans, were naïve to the music of the respective other culture. The Mafa are one of approximately 250 ethnic groups that make up the population of Cameroon. They are located in the Extreme North, in the Mandara mountain range, where the more remote Mafa settlements do not have electrical supply, and are still inhabited by many individuals who pursue a traditional lifestyle, some of whom have never been exposed to Western music.

The study by Fritz et al. was designed to examine the recognition of emotional expressions in Western music using music pieces that had previously been used to investigate the recognition of these emotions in brain damaged patients (Gosselin, Peretz, Johnsen, & Adolphs, 2006; Gosselin et al., 2005). Stimuli were computer-generated piano music excerpts with durations between 9 and 15 seconds, which were specifically designed to express the emotions happy, sad, and fearful according to Western conventions such that they varied with respect to mode, tempo, pitch range, tone density, and rhythmic regularity. During the experiment, the music stimuli were presented using a CD player and only audible to the participant via headphones to avoid response biases from the experimenter. The participants had to indicate which facial expression from the Ekman archive (happy, sad, fearful, Ekman, 1976) fit best with the expression of each music excerpt (forced choice). The reported findings indicate that even the supposedly complex musical feature emotional expression can be recognized universally for several emotional expressions in Western music.

This is especially interesting for the model proposed here (Figure 1a) because the musical expression of a variety of emotions like fearfulness and sadness, while recognized in the Western stimuli by the Mafa participants, are—according to interviews with Mafa individuals—never represented in the traditional music of the Mafa people. Thus, they had no experience decoding these two emotional expressions from music, and yet they were capable of recognizing those expressions when embedded in unfamiliar music.

Mafa music practice is based on five short music phrases (of one or two bars) that are performed in
cerebrations accompanied by vigorous flute playing (for scores of the music material, see supplementary online material of Fritz et al., 2009). These music phrases are also echoed in other contexts such as storytelling with other instrumentations (hand harp, sung voices), where they are said (among the Mafa) to reference the flute playing ceremonies. When the flute performers were asked if the music phrases had an emotional expression or could be played with an emotional expression, this would give rise to bewilderment and objection. The music pieces were not considered to have basic emotional expression. Note however, that the Mafa flute music would still emotionally arouse performers and listeners, but probably by their embedding in sets of cultural practices (e.g., by symbolic association signifying contact with or a presence of your ancestors).

It is, however, conceivable that nonbasic, culturally specific emotional expression may be coded in Mafa music (Elfenbein, Mandal, Ambady, Harizuka, & Kumar, 2002; Markus & Kitayama, 1991). Importantly for the current argument, it seems that the Mafa have recognized a putatively universal feature of music (that it can convey certain basic emotional expressions), which is not part of their own music repertoire (their music cultural form).

The question arises, why the Mafa music does not include a variety of basic emotional expressions—such as, for example, sadness and scaryness/fearfulness—if the Mafa were capable of recognizing these expressions in the Western music? The answer may be that the recognition of emotional expression from music is not exclusively a musical capability, but instead a capability that evolved as an adaptation to a different challenge, and was then co-opted for music. While emotional expression may be a subcategory of the musical design feature a-referential expressiveness (Fitch, 2005, 2006), this does not entail that the capability for emotional expression processing is an exclusively “musical” capability. Like the capability for the production and perception of many other design features of music, emotional expression processing is probably a spin-off of one or several more general-purpose mechanisms.

The universal capability to identify emotional expressions in Western music is presumably due to the universal ability to recognize nonverbal patterns of emotional expressiveness (Eckerdal & Merker, 2009) such as emotional prosody (Juslin & Laukka, 2003). Interestingly, in ancient Greece the word mousike comprised both the poetry of music and the music of poetry (prose, prosody). Music and speech have many common features and engage largely overlapping brain networks—it seems that the term mousike already covered a continuum from music to speech, so that the ends of such a continuum for them used to be not as ultimate, and irreconcilable (Wachsmann, 1971).

Emotional prosody has been observed to be mimicked by Western music as a means of emotional expression (Juslin, 2001), and other findings indicate that emotional prosody can be recognized universally (Scherer, 1997). This interpretation is consistent with the notion that similar emotion-specific acoustic cues are used to communicate emotion in both speech and music (Juslin & Laukka, 2003; Scherer, 1995). The use of the adjective musical (instead of the noun music) is thus revealing, because it allows to recognize in a whole collection of sound phenomena some aspects to be considered as musical (Nattiez, 1977).

The expression of emotions is a basic feature of Western music, and the capacity of music to convey emotional expressions is often regarded as a prerequisite for its appreciation in Western cultures. This is not necessarily the case in non-Western music cultures, many of which do not similarly emphasize emotional expressivity. Music cultures may have discovered and developed emotional expression in music at some point, but this was not mandatory for music, and the mediation of emotional expressions probably is not the principal function of music. In Western music, emotional expression is potentially such a prominent feature because Western music is the result of a very long cultural integration process. This probably promoted the cultural transmission of music features that are common denominators between many music cultures and can more likely be understood universally. In other words, in cultures that interact with other cultures, music may gradually become more reliant on universally perceivable cues, such as emotional expressions. In cultures that are more isolated, such as the traditional Mafa culture, it is not necessary that the music is understood by people from different cultural backgrounds because the musical rituals are passed on to the following generation along with a culturally learned semantic imbue of these musical rituals. Accordingly for the Mafa, universal musical cues such as emotional musical expressions may not be as important.

MODELS CHARACTERIZING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN UNIVERAL AND CULTURE-SPECIFIC FEATURES

In the domain of emotional communication, two models have been put forward to conceptualize the relationship between universal and culture-specific features in musical communication. The cue-redundancy model of emotional communication (Balkwill & Thompson, 1999) emphasized that emotional expressions are likely to be produced with multiple simultaneous cues, so that
several emotional cues are expressed, only some of which are perceived cross-culturally. This model predicts an in-group advantage for a decoding of emotional communication, because more cues, especially more culturally specific cues, are available to listeners of the same culture. In contrast to the Dock-in Model presented below, this model is (1) specific to emotion in music (but can be extended to speech prosody), and (2) deals only with universally perceivable music features shared between two music cultures (whereas the Dock-in Model also deals with music universals that are not a shared feature of all music cultures or even any music culture). The cue-redundancy model thus applies to emotional musical communication between two cultures, whereas the Dock-in Model provides a way to conceptualize a bigger picture about universals and cultures.

The fractionating emotional systems model (Thompson & Balkwill, 2010) extends beyond the cue-redundancy model in two ways. First, it accounts for the overlap of cues used in music and speech prosody, arguing that some of those emotional cues are both universally understood and shared by these two channels of communication, whereas other cues are domain-specific (specific to either music or speech prosody) and culture-specific. Second, it acknowledges that throughout development individuals become increasingly sensitive to domain-specific and culture-specific cues. Universal cues provide an emotional connection between music and speech prosody across all cultures. However, throughout ontogeny, individuals become increasingly attuned to domain-specific and culture-specific cues, leading to a "fractionation" of emotional communication in music and speech prosody, and a fractionation of the emotional cues that are used (in both channels) across cultures. In other words, the fractionating emotional systems model accounts for (1) how ontogeny influences emotional communication (a time course), and (2) the relation between musical and vocal emotional communication. In comparison with the Dock-in Model, the fractionating emotional systems model focuses exclusively on emotional cues, and it does not explicitly address the possibility that musical systems draw upon distinct subsets of universal cues, "docking in" and "docking out" of this shared pool of universal cues at different points in historical time and across cultures.

The Dock-in Model of Music Culture

The model (Figure 1a) suggests that all music cultures contain both universal and culture-specific features. The more two cultures share a music cultural influence, the more their musical codes (music cultural forms) overlap. This predicts a decoding advantage for individuals whose music cultures more strongly overlap. It suggests that despite a universally shared understanding of a partly common code (music universals) in which all music cultures dock-in, no music culture has implemented the whole set of universal music features in its music repertoire. This predicts that some universal music features may not be found in certain or maybe even any music culture. The current model thus also predicts that a search for specific features that all musics have in common, though an interesting thought experiment (Nettl, 2005), would not suffice to determine music universals, but rather would result in nothing (at best humanly organized sound (Blacking, 1973)) since there is no common denominator in the model. Accordingly, the model depicts how the music repertoires of two cultures can anchor in a set of music universals but do not overlap (the red and green boxes). This would predict that as an extreme, two different music cultures could have integrated different universal music features while sharing none of these between cultures.

The concept of a dock connotes a framework where a vessel might rest temporarily. This corresponds to the temporal dynamics underlying music cultures, acknowledging changes in music systems over historic time. How people make music shifts over time, and these shifts affect the characteristic with which a music culture "docks into" universally perceivable music cues. Accordingly, over historic time cultures may "dock into" and "dock out of" such universal attributes such that more, less, or different cues are utilized, thus shifting the potential for musical cross-cultural perception, interaction, and communication.

A theoretical possibility might even be that a music culture could dock out of all universally perceived music cues, as some Western composers have deliberately pursued (e.g., John Cage’s 4’33”), but understanding such cases would entail a discussion about which features should be regarded as musical cues. However, this example indicates that culture (defined as any group of individuals characterized by significantly lower levels of within-group variability than between-group variability in traditions and practices) is merely one level of analysis at which the dock-in model can be applied; in principle it can also be applied to subcultures and even to individual creative acts.

Note that the model also accounts for the theoretical possibility that some music universals have not yet been implemented in any (yet) existing music culture (in
Figure 1a some music universals are not covered by any music cultural form).

The Dock-in Model of Cross-cultural Perception

The Dock-in Model can be generalized beyond music culture to encompass all aspects of cross-cultural perception, including cross-cultural communication. Figure 1b depicts perceptual cultures docked in to a set of perceptual universals. The Dock-in Model of Music Culture is a specific version of this model because music culture is a specific type of perceptual culture, and music universals are a specific type of perceptual universals. The Dock-in Model of Cross-cultural Perception may be useful to conceptualize also “non-musical” forms of communication such as speech or gesture.

In summary, the Dock-in Model of Music Culture (Figure 1a) provides a theoretical framework to discuss music cultural intersection, and hopefully, to further our understanding of what music universals are, and how they relate to music culture. The findings discussed suggest that music as a means of emotional communicative expression, although probably universally perceived, had to be culturally discovered, and probably transferred from a more general-purpose means of communicative expression. Finally, the Dock-in Model of Music Culture is generalized to include not only music culture, but also perceptual cultures. This is depicted in the Dock-in Model of Cross-Cultural Perception (Figure 1b).
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